The autonomous repair mechanism of creep cavitation during high-temperature deformation has been investigated in Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys. Combined electron-microscopy techniques and atom probe tomography reveal how the improved creep properties result from Au precipitation within the creep cavities, preferentially formed on grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the applied stress. The selective precipitation of Au atoms at the free creep cavity surface results in pore filling, and thereby, autonomous repair of the creep damage. The large difference in atomic size between the Au and Fe strongly hampers the nucleation of precipitates in the matrix. As a result, the matrix acts as a reservoir for the supersaturated solute until damage occurs. Grain boundaries and dislocations are found to act as fast transport routes for solute gold from the matrix to the creep cavities. The mechanism responsible for the self-healing can be characterized by a simple model for cavity growth and cavity filling.
I. INTRODUCTION
CORROSION-RESISTANT steels serve as key alloys in multiple high-temperature applications found in for example power plant components. When these steel components are operated at high temperatures for long times, they can show premature creep failure, arising from the formation, growth, and coalescence of creep cavities located at grain boundaries into macroscopic cracks. [1, 2] Extensive research has focussed on identifying the metallurgical processes that help preventing the formation of this pore-related high-temperature creep damage. [3] [4] [5] A viable alternative to these established approaches to avoid premature creep damage can be achieved by incorporation self-healing capabilities in these steels. As recently demonstrated, self-healing of damage can significantly enhance the component lifetime for a wide range of materials, including metals. [6] [7] [8] [9] For austenitic stainless steels, Shinya and coworkers have recently proposed that creep damage can be healed when the alloys were compositionally modified with additions of Cu and additions of both B and N. [10] [11] [12] [13] The resulting enhanced creep resistance was proposed to be attributed to dynamic precipitation of either Cu or BN at the crack surface. In our previous work, copper precipitation was indeed observed at open-volume defects in solutionized Fe-Cu and Fe-Cu-B-N model alloys. [14] [15] [16] However, Cu precipitation at deformation-induced defects was found to be relatively weak as spherical Cu precipitates are simultaneously formed inside the matrix.
In order to preserve the driving force for segregation from the matrix, but at the same time to suppress undesired precipitation inside the matrix, we substituted Au for Cu as the healing element. Earlier studies [17, 18] confirmed that Au atoms in Fe-Au alloys show a pronounced preference to segregate to dislocations. In our earlier investigations on thermal aging of pre-deformed high-purity Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys (with about 1 at. pct Au) a clear defect-induced Au precipitation was observed. [19] [20] [21] The exclusive segregation of Au on deformation-induced internal defects makes Au an excellent healing agent for creep damage in a ferrous matrix. Owing to to the large difference in atomic radius between Au and Fe (r Au =r Fe = 1.13) nucleation of precipitates inside the alloy matrix is expected to be low as a result of the strain energy associated with the precipitate nucleus. For a solutionized Fe-Au alloy (solid solution), the solute gold atoms thus remain in the dissolved state until internal defects in the form of creep cavities (providing a free internal surface and open volume) are formed. This mechanism then triggers precipitate nucleation and subsequent transfer of solute Au atoms toward the defect site, resulting in precipitate growth. For the Fe-Au system, a strong driving force for Au precipitation at cavity surfaces is expected, considering our previous X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) observations, which revealed that Au atoms have a strong tendency to segregate to a free surface. [20] In a recent paper, we reported on the improved creep lifetime in the Fe-Au alloy compared to a Fe-Cu alloy. [22] In the present study, we substantially expanded the work on this system and clarify the autonomous repair mechanism responsible for the improved creep properties by studying the microstructures and pore-filling mechanism in detail, using both high-resolution structural and chemical analytic probes. In addition, the role of interstitial boron and nitrogen atoms is investigated by comparing the properties of Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys. Although the effects of precipitation on the creep behavior have been studied by many groups for different types of steels, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] these studies so far exclusively focused on the interaction between the evolution in precipitate size distribution and the strength of the material during high-temperature creep. Here, site-selective precipitation during creep is studied in the context of self-healing of creep damage in order to improve the creep lifetime. To better understand the mechanism responsible for pore filling and thus material healing, the interplay between creep cavity formation and site-selective precipitation of Au within these cavities is studied in detail for solutionized Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys. Electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) and atom probe tomography (APT) are used to investigate the elemental diffusion pathways during creep on a coarse and fine scale, respectively, and thereby characterize local chemical compositions and the healing kinetics.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The composition of the studied Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys (produced by Goodfellow) is shown in Table I . A small amount of Ce was added to the alloys to bind trace impurities of sulfur (<0.002 wt pct). [12, 13] Mechanical testing was conducted by using miniaturized creep specimens which were of dog-bone type shape with a gauge length of 12.5 mm, a width of 6 mm, and a thickness of 0.5 mm (cross section of 3 mm 2 for creep loading), machined by spark erosion from rolled sheet material. To fully dissolve all solute atoms, the samples were solution heat treated for 5 hours at 1141 K (868°C) for the Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys in evacuated silica tubes filled with 200 mbar ultra-high purity argon, followed by a rapid water quench. This heat treatment results in a (supersaturated) solid solution of the alloys without segregation and a fully equi-axed ferritic structure. The average grain size amounts to 57 ± 8 and 24 ± 5 lm for the Fe-Au alloy (the alloy was produced in the form of two separate sheets) and 35 ± 8 lm for the Fe-Au-B-N alloy.
Creep tests were performed using an Instron testing machine (5560 series with a 1 kN load cell) equipped with a home-built creep test module operating at high temperatures. To avoid surface oxidation of samples, the miniature creep tester works under high vacuum conditions (<1 9 10 À4 mbar). The creep tests were conducted at a constant temperature of 823 K (550°C) and at constant creep loads corresponding to applied stresses ranging from 60 to 133 MPa. In the binary Fe-Au alloy, the equilibrium solubility of Au in the Fe-rich phase is negligible at 823 K (550°C). The homogenized solute concentration of about 1 at. pct Au provides a strong chemical driving force for segregation and precipitation.
Microstructures were analyzed with a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM 6500F) equipped with an Autrata back-scattered electron detector and an electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD) system employing an Oxford-HKL Nordlys II detector. Micrographs were taken with an electron beam energy of 10 kV and 15 keV. The EBSD patterns were acquired with an electron beam energy of 20 keV and a beam current of 600 pA. The microstructure analysis was performed in the uniform elongation portion of the samples (except for the analysis of the fracture surface). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were performed using a Tecnai F20ST/STEM instrument operated at 200 keV.
Electron Probe Micro-analysis (EPMA) measurements were performed with a JEOL JXA 8900R microprobe using an electron beam with energy of 10 keV and beam current of 50 nA employing wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WDS). The obtained intensity ratios were processed using a matrix correction program CITZAF. [29] An air-jet decontamination device was used to remove in situ generated surface carbon.
Atom probe specimens were prepared site-specifically using a FEI Helios NanoLab 600i dual-beam FIB/SEM instrument. The specimens were extracted from the surface of the bulk material by standard FIB lift-out procedures, deposited on a commercial Si tip array and then sharpened to tip radii of <100 nm, followed by a cleaning procedure as described by Thompson [30] and analyzed by APT. APT characterization was conducted on a LEAP 3000X HR instrument (Cameca), at a base temperature of 70 ± 4 K, operated in laser-pulsed mode (wavelength 532 nm; pulse repetition rate: 200 kHz) with 0.2 nJ pulse energy in a voltage range starting from 4 kV. Reconstruction was carried out using commercial software (Cameca IVAS Ò ) following the protocol introduced by Geiser and coworkers. [31] In the APT mass spectrum peaks at 14.5 and 15 Da indicating the presence of Si and a peak at 17 Da indicating the presence of S were absent. The peaks at 14 and 16 Da were thus entirely assigned to N and O, respectively. The Gibbsian interface excess was quantified using ladder diagrams [32] along cylindrical regions of interest with an average diameter of 30 nm.
III. RESULTS
A. Creep Behavior at Constant Stress Figure 1 shows the strain-time curves at constant stress for the solutionized Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys. The observed creep curves show the conventional stages including a rapid initial strain development stage (stage I), followed by a regime with a nearly constant strain rate indicating stationary creep (stage II) until strain acceleration sets in near the failure regime (stage III). As most of the creep life is spent in the second creep stage (stage II), the creep lifetime of engineering alloys is dominated by the nearly constant secondary creep rate.
This steady-state strain rate strongly depends on the temperature T, the applied stress r, and the grain size d. In the secondary creep regime, the creep rate can be approximated using the Sherby-Dorn equation [33] :
where A is a microstructure-dependent constant, Q is an apparent activation barrier, m is the grain size exponent and n is the stress exponent. Figure 2 (a) shows the Norton plots for the Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys during creep at 823 K (550°C). A stress exponent of n % 2 is observed for both the Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys in the stress regime between 60 and 100 MPa. The deformation mechanism is a combination of volume diffusion and dislocation motion modes. [34] [35] [36] Additional creep tests on the solutionised Fe-Au alloy at a load of 100 MPa for temperatures of 808 K, 823 K, 848 K (535°C, 550°C, and 575°C) resulted in correspondingly higher steady-state creep with applied stresses for the Fe-Au [22] and Fe-Au-B-N alloys for creep at 823 K (550°C). The strain rate and lifetime have been compensated for variations in grain size. strain rates of _ e s = 8.7 9 10 À9 , 2.0 9 10 À8 , 5.2 9 10 À8 s À1 , respectively. Using Eq. [1] an experimental activation energy of Q = 257 ± 15 kJ/mol was obtained for the solutionized Fe-Au alloy, which is in close agreement with the activation energy that was reported for Au diffusion in bcc Fe. [37] It is worth mentioning that the steady-state strain rate is influenced by the grain size for both the power-law and diffusional creep. [33, 38] The creep rate of the Fe-Au-B-N alloy has therefore been normalized to the average grain size of the Fe-Au alloy (d = 57 lm). According to Eq. [1] the creep rate depends on the grain size as _ e s / d m , where m = À2 was deduced from the experimental data for the Fe-Au alloy with two different grain sizes of 57 lm (Figure 1 ) and 24 lm (not shown). Using this relation the experimental data for the strain rate of Fe-Au-B-N alloy could be scaled to the same grain size as for the Fe-Au alloy. Figure 2(b) shows the variation in creep lifetime as a function of the applied stress. At lower stress levels no obvious influence of the added B and N is observed on the creep lifetime of the Fe-Au alloy.
B. Microstructure After Creep
In Figure 3 (a), the intergranular fracture surface is shown for the Fe-Au-B-N alloy after creep fracture at a load of 60 MPa and a temperature of 823 K (550°C). Fracture occurred after 295 hour, as indicated in Figure 1(b) . At the locations indicated by the arrows, creep cavities and cracks are observed on the stress-affected grain boundaries. On the fracture surface a high concentration of Au precipitates (white regions) is observed, which confirms a preferred precipitation of Au at creep damage sites. In Figure 3 (b) the microstructure of the Fe-Au alloy after creep at 117 MPa is shown. At the triple junctions, one grain boundary wedge crack labeled as (1) is completely filled, while another one labeled as (2) is (1) is proposed to have fully filled previously formed creep damage, based on the irregular shape of the formed precipitates that reflects the morphology of the creep damage. It is worth noting that an Au-depleted region is formed along the grain boundary, reflected by the dark color. For region (2) , the shape of the Au precipitates formed along the grain-boundaries cavities is again irregular and matches the geometry of the partly filled creep damage. This is explained by the preferential Au segregation to inner surfaces of the creep cavities and the subsequent continuous growth of precipitates within them. However, when the Au filling is slower than the cavity growth and coalescence rate only a partial healing effect is reached. In Figure 4 (a), the microstructure of the Fe-Au sample is shown after creep at a stress of 117 MPa. A close spatial correlation between the grain-boundary cavities and the Au precipitates is observed. Figure 4 (b) shows the microstructure of the Fe-Au-B-N alloy after creep at a stress of 60 MPa. The distribution of Au precipitates is similar to that observed in the Fe-Au alloy, revealing a pronounced trend to form precipitates at locations that are strongest affected by the applied stress, namely, at grain boundaries perpendicular to the stress and at triple-point junctions. The depletion zone is generally smaller than observed for the Fe-Au alloy, despite a longer creep lifetime. This is consistent with the results obtained for pre-strained Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys, where the addition of B and N was found to result in a deceleration of the Au precipitation kinetics. [19, 21] Figure 4 (c) shows the distribution of Au precipitates along grain boundaries as a function of the misorientation angle h between the grain boundary and the direction of the applied stress (note that the 2D projected grain boundary is considered in the SEM picture). The Au precipitation strongly increases for higher misorientation angles. Most of the Au precipitates are formed along the grain boundaries of which the planes are oriented perpendicular to the stress direction. As these are also the grain boundaries that are most likely to show creep damage under the applied stress, a clear correlation between creep damage and site-selective precipitation is observed.
In order to characterize the creep cavity formation and Au precipitation in more detail additional TEM experiments were performed. Figure 5 shows the microstructure of the fractured Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N samples after creep. In the TEM images nano-sized disk-shaped particles are observed to be uniformly formed within the matrix. The presence of a Au-depletion zone close to the grain boundary is confirmed ( Figure 5(a) ). Coarse precipitates (>100 nm) are found along the grain boundaries ( Figure 5(b) ). Some particles are even interlinked to form micron-sized precipitates. The particles aligned along grain boundaries correspond to Au x Fe 1-x with a disordered fcc structure and a lattice parameter of a = 4.04 Å (see the CBED pattern obtained on particle p1, shown as the insert image in Figure 5 (b)). As shown in Figure 5 (c), some cavities are about to coalesce, which will ultimately lead to failure. The formation of Au particles on the cavity surface is also observed, as indicated by arrows in Figures 5(c) and (d). As shown in Figure 5 (e) an orientation relation {220} AuFe || {002} a-Fe is found between the fcc particle (AuFe) and the bcc matrix (a-Fe). This orientation relationship was observed for many facetted precipitates at grain boundaries, with the facet plane oriented on {220} AuFe and {002} a-Fe . These planes have almost the same interplanar distance (1.44 Å for {220} AuFe and 1.43 Å for {002} a-Fe ), consistent with a coherent interface. The close correlation between the presence of dislocations and the formation of disk-shaped Au precipitates is clearly illustrated in Figure 5 (f). In agreement with previous aging experiments of predeformed samples [19, 21] we find that each disk-shaped precipitate is connected to a dislocation, confirming the heterogeneous nature of the nucleation of these precipitates.
Figure 6(a) shows the back-scatter SEM images of the Fe-Au alloy after creep at 90 MPa. A variation in Au precipitation is observed for grain boundaries that have the same orientation with respect to the stress. For example, the density of Au precipitates formed along the grain boundary between grains 2 and 3 is obviously Fig. 4 -SEM-backscattered electron images for (a) the Fe-Au alloy after creep at 117 MPa [22] and (b) the Fe-Au-B-N alloy after creep at 60 MPa, (c) the fraction of Au precipitates along grain boundaries (GBs) as a function of the GB orientation angle to the stress direction for the Fe-Au after creep at 80 MPa. The considered GB orientation corresponds to the 2D projected plane normal in the SEM picture. The creep experiments were performed at a temperature of 823 K (550°C).
higher than that along the grain boundary between grains 3 and 4, even though the orientation of both GBs is very close (h % 90 deg). At high magnification ( Figure 6(b) ), the creep cavitation is clearly observed along the boundary between grains 2 and 3. While the wedge crack at the triple-point junction is fully filled, the grain boundary cavities are only partially filled with Au precipitates. To clarify the dependence of cavitation and precipitation on the nature of the grain boundary, EBSD measurements were performed at the same region, as shown in Figures 6(c) and (d). During creep a high density of subgrains is formed. These subgrains are absent in the initial microstructure, as shown in Figure 6 (e), but were formed by the interaction of migrating creep induced dislocations. [39] Within the uncertainty caused by the interference of the subgrain boundaries, we can see that the misorientation between grain 2 and 3 (GB 23 ) is smaller than between grain 3 and 4 (GB 34 ). Correspondingly, the amount of Au precipitates along GB 23 is higher than that along GB 34 . This might indicate that Au precipitates are preferentially formed at low-angle grain boundaries. According to the interface damage function (IDF), [40] the grain boundary cavitation depends on the orientation to the stress and the lattice misorientation. Creep cavitation was shown to have a tendency to occur at small-angle boundaries, while random high-angle boundaries are remarkably creep-damage resistant. [40, 41] SEM and EBSD measurements on the Fe-Au-B-N alloy after creep loading at 60 MPa gave similar results.
The Au diffusion pathways during creep were studied in more detail on a coarse scale using EPMA and on a near-atomic scale using APT. In Figure7 the elemental concentration profiles of Au as measured by EPMA are shown for the Fe-Au alloy after creep loading at 90 MPa. As in the SEM images of Figures 3, 4 and 6 clear dark regions are observed that reflect Au-depleted zones. It is interesting to note that these regions are located in the vicinity of the grain boundaries that are aligned with the applied stress (in contrast to the perpendicular grain boundaries that are most sensitive to creep damage). This strongly suggests that the volume diffusion within the matrix is significantly faster perpendicular to the applied load than along the load. To characterize the concentration profile of Au, scans along the lines marked in Figure 7 (a) were performed. L1 crosses a dark region along a grain boundary, whereas L2 was scanned across a Au particle. The depletion of Au atoms in the dark regions is clearly shown in the concentration profile of Figure 7 APT was employed on the Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys after creep at 100 and 60 MPa, respectively, to accurately measure the segregation to interfaces and the chemical composition of both the precipitates and the matrix which requires high chemical sensitivity and a spatial resolution at the nm scale. Figure 8 illustrates the locations where APT analyses were conducted (where the positions indicated in Figure 8 (a) are not directly corresponding to the regions where APT samples were obtained, but illustrate similar positions). Samples that were extracted from the grain boundary region contained either the grain boundary itself or the phase boundary between bulky grain boundary precipitate and the surrounding matrix. The matrix composition captured in these measurements is referred to as ''matrix in the depleted zone'' in accordance with the SEM and EPMA images that indicate a lower Au content in this region. Further samples were extracted from the grain interior, in safe distance from the depleted zone, containing the thin matrix precipitates and the matrix of the ''non-depleted zone.'' Table II summarizes compositions and segregation as quantified by APT. The compositions of the grain interior matrix and the matrix in the depleted zone are almost equal. The contrast change between grain interior and depleted zone at the grain boundary apparent in the SEM and EPMA micrographs is thus not due to different amounts of Au dissolved in the matrix, but caused by the limited spatial resolution of the instruments that cannot resolve the fine matrix precipitates. Coarse grain boundary precipitates and the depleted areas that are free from fine matrix precipitates can be resolved and appear bright and dark with high and low Au content, respectively. The regions containing fine matrix precipitates appear gray in the SEM images and with an intermediate Au content in the EPMA, which is an average of the Au content of the fine precipitates and the matrix. The composition data of the coarse grain boundary precipitates and the matrix as measured by APT are in good agreement with those expected from the Fe-Au phase diagram for binary Fe-Au at a temperature of 823 K (550°C), [42] indicating that the phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium. The Au content of the matrix precipitates significantly differs from the Au content of the grain boundary precipitates. This is, however, assumed to be an measurement inaccuracy since the very small size of the matrix precipitates can lead to an underestimation of their Au content in the APT measurement, due to lens and interface blurring effects. More specific, the strong difference in the field evaporation strength between the elements Au and Fe can cause such preferred or respectively delayed evaporation phenomena especially at phase boundaries, where the composition significantly changes. This can result in a local blurring of the elemental distribution. The fact that the concentration profile depicted in Figure 8 (c) shows no plateau indicates that the precipitate is so thin that there is no region free from interface artifacts. In contrast, in the large grain-boundary precipitates a concentration plateau can be measured (Figure 8(b) ), which indicates a reliable compositional measurement. The fine matrix precipitates in reality have most likely similar Au contents as the large grain boundary precipitates.
The solutes Au, B, N, C, Mn, and Zn showed enrichment at the internal interfaces. However, Au excess was only detected at grain and not at phase boundaries. Strong variations in the Au excess (a factor of 13) between different grain boundaries (of unknown crystallographic character) were detected. That the B and N contents measured in the matrix by APT are much lower than their nominal compositions suggests that BN precipitation occurred. However, in overall nine successful APT measurements covering 2.5 9 10 6 nm 3 not a single BN precipitate was detected. The interface segregation of B and N was always rather weak, of film-like morphology and the elemental ratios were significantly different from the stoichiometric 1:1 composition of BN. There is an excellent agreement of the Au content in the depleted zone as determined by EPMA and APT. This allows us to calculate a volume ratio of the fine matrix precipitates in the grain interior, based on the matrix and precipitate composition as determined by APT and the average composition in the grain interior as determined by EPMA. The volume fraction of fine matrix precipitates is estimated to be around 2.4 pct.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Creep Cavitation Mechanism
Both the fractograph of the rupture surface and the micrographs of cavities and microcracks shown in Figures 3 and 4 indicate that intergranular failure is the dominant failure mode during creep deformation of the current material. Clear indications for healing of creep cavities by Au precipitation are: (1) The Au precipitation is strongest for the grain boundaries most sensitive to creep damage (i.e., those perpendicular to the loading direction). (2) The shape of the precipitates at the grain boundaries most sensitive to creep damage is irregular, reflecting the same shapes as the creep cavities. (3) In partially filled creep cavities the precipitates generally make contact with both grains on either side of the creep cavity (see Figures 3 and 4 and Reference 22), indicating that the Au precipitation is responsible for the filling of the creep cavity.
The formation of creep damage at high temperatures is schematically shown in Figure 9 (a). In the undeformed initial state, the combination of an applied load and a high temperature generates excess vacancies at the grain boundaries perpendicular to the tensile axis. [38] These excess vacancies will continuously migrate through the matrix toward the grain boundaries oriented along the tensile axis (acting as sinks). This vacancy flow will gradually distort the microstructure, ''-'' marks values below the detection limit (10 ppm). The much lower Au content in the matrix precipitate compared to the grain boundary precipitate is most likely an APT size artefact.
leading to grains that become elongated along the tensile direction. In addition to the vacancy flow, the excess vacancies may form vacancy clusters at the grain boundaries. When these clusters reach a critical size, a stable creep cavity is formed (nucleation), that will subsequently continue to grow as long as the load is kept constant. At relatively high stresses and low temperatures, creep deformation occurs by the motion of dislocations, including gliding and nonconservative motion, i.e., climbing. The stress concentration associated with dislocations pile-up against obstacles can result in the cavity nucleation along, particularly, transverse grain boundaries. When plastic deformation takes place, additional shear stresses are generated along the grain boundaries that are oriented along the tensile axis. As illustrated in Figure 9 (a), these stresses are localized at triple points, where wedge cracks are expected to be formed.
The nucleation of creep cavities by the agglomeration of excess vacancies has been described by Raj and co-workers. [43] The critical radius for the nucleation of a creep cavity is r Ã ¼ 2c sin a=r n , where c is the surface energy, r n ¼ r cos h the stress component normal to the GB and a is the opening angle for the lens-shaped creep cavity (a % 75 deg for clean surfaces in metals). Using the surface energy for pure Fe [44] of c = 2.48 J/m 2 a critical radius of r * % 50 nm is obtained at a normal stress of r n = 100 MPa. The corresponding energy barrier for nucleation of a creep cavity amounts to
In agreement with the present experimental observations, the creep cavity nucleation rate _ N / expðÀDG Ã =RTÞ is maximal for grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the applied stress (r n = r). Furthermore, it can be seen that the creep cavity nucleation rate is sensitive to local variations in the surface energy. The heterogeneous nature of the grain boundary cavitation indicates that their growth is constrained by creep flow of the surrounding grains.
From the stress exponent n % 2 observed for the Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys, it can be deduced that grain boundary sliding contributes to the plastic deformation. [35] Grain boundary sliding can lead to a stress concentration at triple points. When the stress concentration exceeds the cohesive strength of the grain boundary, wedge-cracks can be nucleated. [2, 45] The vacancy accumulation, dislocation pile-up, and grain boundary sliding theories account for the nucleation of cavities and wedge-type microcracks formed during creep, respectively, which are observed in Figures 3  and 4 . The appearance of subgrains ( Figure 6 ) confirms the non-uniform creep flow by grain boundary sliding, accommodated by dislocation climbing and gliding. According to a study by Crossman and co-workers, [46] the contribution of grain boundary sliding to the total strain rate ranges from 15 to 50 pct.
B. Self-healing Mechanism
In the alloys studied, solute Au atoms have a strong tendency to segregate from the homogenized Fe-based matrix. Due to the large size difference between Au and Fe precipitation can only occur at defect sites. In a previous study, we have demonstrated that (1) the defects induced by low-temperature tensile deformation before aging act as a trigger for the Au precipitation [19, 21] and (2) that Au easily segregates to a free surface at high temperatures. [20] The observed precipitation behavior at a free surface is in line with other observations in a wide range of metal alloys. [47] No significant internal Au precipitation takes place in the undeformed samples. The site-specific Au precipitation at defect sites provides a high potential for the solute Au atoms to act as efficient healing agents for the micro-cavities and cracks formed during creep at high temperatures.
The autonomous healing mechanism observed is schematically shown in Figure 9 (b). We have experimentally observed that the creep cavities formed along grain boundaries have been filled (either fully or partially) by Au precipitation (Figure 3) . The irregular geometry of the Au precipitates is attributed to the allotriomorphic growth on the damage surface of the pore. Both the size and the shape of the Au deposit clearly indicate that there must have been a pore first which was filled by the Au atoms, rather than the Au precipitate to form on in intact grain boundary. The spatial distribution of the Au precipitates is closely correlated with the creep damage. Au precipitates are preferentially formed at (1) grain boundary triple-point junctions, where wedge cracks are preferentially formed due to the stress concentration by grain boundary sliding; (2) grain boundaries oriented perpendicular to the tensile stress (Figures 3 and 4) , where the energy barrier for the nucleation of creep cavities is minimum. It is worth noting that dislocations and the subgrain boundaries formed during creep can also act as the nucleation sites for the Au precipitates. In this case, the precipitates are formed as nanometer-sized disk-shaped particles within the matrix (Figure 5(a) ). From the fact that the grain boundary precipitates grow under consumption of these fine matrix precipitates it can be concluded that the former ones are thermodynamically preferred. The difference in the particle stability is expected to be related to a difference in strain energy and surface energy. Fine matrix precipitates on well-defined crystallographic planes are often coherent or semi-coherent what goes along with significant coherency strains in the surrounding matrix, while larger grain boundary precipitates are often incoherent, what can be energetically favorable due to a reduction of strain energy.
In our alloys, the site-selective Au precipitation on the creep cavity surface accounts for the improved creep lifetime. The solute Au atoms demonstrate a higher efficiency to extend the lifetime compared to solute Cu atoms. This is attributed to a stronger preferential precipitation on the damage sites. During creep at high temperatures, the initially uniformly dissolved Au atoms will move by combined grain-boundary and volume diffusion. The solute Au atoms are expected to first segregate to the free creep cavity surface and subsequently form an Au-rich precipitate that continues to grow until the cavity is completely filled. It is interesting to note that the larger atomic radius of Au (in comparison with Fe matrix) is beneficial in the filling rate: due to the size difference less atoms are required to fill the open volume.
Boron and nitrogen are widely used alloying elements to improve the mechanical properties of steels. In the case of Fe-Au alloys, the addition of B and N does not alter the site-specific features of the Au precipitation. According to the present APT results, B and N are neither enriched in the Au precipitates nor do significantly segregate to the phase boundaries. The homogenous film-like distribution of B and N at the grain boundaries that was seen in all APT volumes containing a grain boundary and the absence of a 1:1 elemental ratio characteristic for BN means that B and N in large parts of the interface only segregate but do not precipitate as BN compound. [48] These observations indicate that the preferential precipitation of Au to creep cavities dominates the healing reaction and the addition of B and N does not seem to be crucial for this effect in this alloy system. In our previous study, the addition of B and N was even indicated to decelerate the Au precipitation. [19, 21] Laha and co-workers, however, found a segregation of B and N on the cavity surface in stainless steels, which resulted in the improved creep properties. [11, 12] Our previous XPS results indicate that B and N have strong tendency to segregate on the free surface during aging. [20] The interstitial B and N atoms therefore may also play a role in the self-healing of creep damage and needs further study.
The formation of clearly observable Au-depleted regions (Figures 3, 4, 6, 7 ) along different grain boundaries than the grain boundaries where creep cavities are formed indicates that (1) Au diffusion is much faster along grain boundaries than within the matrix, (2) volume diffusion is required for a continuous supply of solute Au toward the open volume creep-cavities, and (3) the volume diffusion within the matrix must be significantly faster perpendicular than along the applied tensile stress.
If the volume diffusion was isotropic under the applied stress then one would expect that the Au-depleted regions would be located around the grain boundaries where the creep cavities are formed, as the diffusion length would be shortest. Apparently, this diffusion path is however slower indicating a significant anisotropy in volume diffusion of Au under an applied tensile stress. The presence of an anisotropic volume diffusion under an applied tensile stress can either be a result of the lattice distortions (elastic strain) [49] or from an anisotropy in the dislocation cell structure responsible for the subgrains. [50] C. Self-healing Kinetics So far, experimental and theoretical studies have focused on the nucleation and growth of either creep cavities [5, 38] or grain-boundary precipitates. [27, [51] [52] [53] In the context of self-healing, Karpov and co-workers [54] simulated the precipitation of BN in open-volume defects. In general, the self-healing kinetics is limited by the relative rates of damage formation and precipitation. In order to evaluate the kinetics of the self-healing process, it is essential to obtain the effective grain boundary and volume diffusion coefficient for Au in the Fe matrix. As limited information is available for the grain-boundary diffusion coefficient of Au in pure iron, we will approximate it by the Fe self-diffusion along grain boundaries. At the studied temperature of 823 K (550°C) the grain boundary diffusivity in iron amounts to D GB = 2.4 9 10 À14 m 2 s À1 , [55] while the volume diffusivity of Au in iron is estimated to be D V = 8.3 9 10 À20 m 2 s À1 . [37] The effective volume diffusion of Au in iron can be estimated from the width of the Au-depleted region (measured from the GB). From the SEM ( Figure 6 ) and EPMA ( Figure 7 ) results for the Fe-Au alloy after 185 hour creep (at 90 MPa) a maximum depletion distance of about 10 lm is obtained. For a 1D semi-infinite slab model for diffusion and precipitation the concentration profile of the solute atoms can be expressed as [56] nðs; tÞ ¼ n 1 À ðn 1 
½2
where s is the distance from the slab interface, n 0 is the solute concentration in the precipitate, n 1 the solute concentration close to the precipitate and n 1 the nominal concentration far away from the precipitate.
Using the literature value for volume diffusion coefficient of Au in an iron matrix [37] at 823 K (550°C) and the time to failure a diffusion length of only 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi D V t p = 0.5 lm is obtained. The large difference between the diffusion length and the Au-depletion distance indicates that the effective volume diffusivity D eff in our system is significantly higher than the value reported in the literature. The observed depletion distance would reflect an effective volume diffusivity of D eff % 4 9 10 À17 m 2 s À1 for Au in the alloy matrix under applied stress. This increase in diffusivity may originate from both (1) the high density of subgrains formed during creep that create faster pathways for diffusion and (2) the distortion of the lattice structure under applied stress, which is responsible for the discussed directional anisotropy for the volume diffusivity.
Under the condition that the diffusion distance 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
is large compared to the size of the subgrains d sg , the effective diffusion coefficient D eff can be expressed as [57, 58] 
where f is the fractional contribution of subgrain-boundary diffusion to the Au transport. The geometrical constant f reflects the ratio between the diffusional cross sections for subgrain-boundary diffusion (S GB = 2d d sg ) and volume diffusion (S V = d sg 2 ). For a (sub)grain boundary thickness of d % 0.5 nm and a subgrain size of d sg % 1 lm (Figure 6 ) estimated values of f = 2d/d sg % 0.001 and D eff % 2 9 10 À17 m 2 s À1 are obtained. This suggests that the formation of subgrains is the dominant factor in the enhanced bulk diffusivity for Au in our alloys under applied stress. The enhanced volume diffusion of Au is beneficial to accelerate the self-healing kinetics since Au atoms in the matrix are transferred faster to the grain boundaries.
D. Fraction of Healed Creep Cavities as a Function of the Applied Stress
In our previous study [22] , the fraction of healed creep cavities was obtained for the Fe-Au alloy from an evaluation of the experimental micrographs, as shown in Figure 10 (a). The filling ratio reflects the fraction of creep cavity volume that is repaied autonomously by site-selective Au precipitation. As expected, the filling ratio increases for longer creep lifetimes (when the applied stress decreases). A maximum filling ratio of 78 pct is achieved at the minimum load of 90 MPa. Exposed under load at high temperatures, the site-selective Au precipitation at the cavities takes place immediately after the nucleation of creep cavities. When the creep cavities are generated at a constant rate and all follow the same behavior in terms of cavity growth and precipitation, then the filling ratio of the creep cavities after creep failure g can be estimated by
where hV p i is the average precipitate volume and hV c i the average creep cavity volume. When the time to fill a single creep cavity t h is shorter than the creep lifetime of the sample t f the filling ratio can be estimated by
For a given system, the lifetime generally scales with the applied stress r as Fig. 10 -(a) Experimentally determined areal fraction of unfilled creep cavities, areal fraction of Au precipitates and the resulting fraction of precipitate-filled creep cavities (filling ratio) at different applied stresses for the Fe-Au alloy. [22] For comparison, the model fit for the filling ratio is shown (see text). (b) Illustration of the time required to fill an individual cavity as a function of the applied stress.
where k is a temperature-dependent constant. As observed in Figure 2 (a) the exponent amounts to n % 2 for the Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys.
To evaluate the healing time t h , we assume that (i) at the time of nucleation the volume of the cavity amounts V*, (ii) after nucleation the cavity volume grows at a constant rate that depends linearly on the applied stress, [59, 60] (iii) when the cavity is formed the solute mass is transported to the cavity at a constant rate. [51, 52] These assumptions lead to a time-dependent creep cavity volume of V c ðtÞ ¼ V Ã þ art and a precipitate volume of V p ðtÞ ¼ bt. The time to fill an individual creep cavity t h now strongly depends on the applied stress, as schematically illustrated in Figure 10(b) . Solving V c = V p provides the healing time:
with a filled cavity size of
When the applied stress reaches a critical stress of r c = b/a, then the healing time becomes infinite and the creep cavity can never be fully healed. Combining Eqs. [5] to [7] leads to
where c = V*/bk. In Figure 10 (a) the stress dependence of the measured filling ratio is compared with the model. The fraction of filled cavities decreases with an increase in applied stress as the creep lifetime decreases. After creep failure at 90 MPa, about 80 pct of the damage has been healed by Au precipitation, while at the highest applied stress the filling ratio drops to 56 pct. The experimental data are accurately described by the model. Using a stress exponent of n = 2, fit parameters of c = (1.54 ± 0.04) 9 10 À5 MPa À2 and r c = 213 ± 10 MPa are obtained. With an experimental value of k = (2.3 ± 0.5) 9 10 6 h MPa 2 for the Fe-Au alloy (Figure 2(b) ) an estimated minimum time of about V*/b = ck = 35 hour is required to fill a cavity at low applied stresses (r fi 0). For the Fe-Au alloy the healing of creep damage is no longer effective beyond an applied stress of about 120 MPa as the filling time becomes longer than the creep lifetime. At an even higher stress level of 144 MPa and beyond the rate of cavity growth is such that the Au diffusion can not keep up with it and no cavity filling takes place at all.
E. Prospects and Outlook
We have demonstrated that solute Au can act as an efficient self-healing agent for creep damage in ferritic Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys at high temperatures. The key properties responsible for the observed behavior are (1) a strong chemical driving force for segregation, (2) a high energy barrier for nucleation within the matrix, and (3) a sufficiently high diffusion rate so that the rate at which damage is formed is slower than the rate it is healed within the studied stress and temperature range. The observed behavior is not expected to be restricted to Au. Other elements with a large atomic radius (4d and 5d elements) compared to Fe (3d element) also fulfill the above requirements, and are also potential candidates for autonomous self-healing of creep damage in Fe-based alloys. As other (non-noble) elements are likely to have a tendency to be partially consumed in the formation of additional phases, Au may remain the most effective chemical element for autonomous healing of creep damage in Fe-based alloys and steels.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The creep behavior of high-purity Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys was investigated at a temperature of 823 K (550°C) for different applied stresses. Combined electron-microscopy, EBSD, APT, and EPMA techniques were used to characterize the site-selective segregation process of Au at creep cavities. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. The deformation mechanism is a combination of volume diffusion and dislocation motion modes during creep in the stress range from 60 to 100 MPa. The activation energy of Q = 257 ± 15 kJ/mol was obtained for the solutionized Fe-Au alloy, which agrees well with the activation energy for Au diffusion in bcc Fe. 2. Investigations of creep failed samples indicate an efficient filling of creep cavities by Au precipitates in homogenized Fe-Au and Fe-Au-B-N alloys. Au precipitates nucleate and grow on the free creep cavity surface, which is reflected in the irregular geometry of the formed precipitates. Au precipitates are preferentially formed at the same locations as where creep damage takes place: (1) grain boundary triple points, (2) grain boundaries perpendicular to tensile stress. 3. The site-selective precipitation at creep damage sites indicates that solute Au is an efficient healing agent to heal creep damage in Fe-based alloys. The efficiency to heal creep damage depends strongly on the applied stress. For lower stress levels filling fractions of up to 80 pct have been observed. The observed stress dependence of the filling fraction can be explained by a simple model for the creep cavity growth and the gold segregation rate. 4. The growth kinetics of the healing precipitates is controlled by a combination of fast grain-boundary diffusion and a slower volume diffusion of Au atoms to the creep cavity surface. Au-depleted zones are observed in the vicinity of grain boundaries aligned along the applied load, suggesting an anisotropic volume diffusion of Au in the strained matrix. In the alloys studied a significant subgrain formation is observed by EBSD. These subgrains boundaries are found to have a significant influence on the volume diffusion of Au. It is found that the subgrain boundaries lead to an enhancement of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude compared to the literature values for volume diffusion of Au in Fe at 823 K (550°C). 5. The addition of B and N does not alter the site-specific Au precipitation at damage sites. B and N segregate to interfaces but no evidence for the formation of BN was found. The preferential Au precipitation at creep damage indicates a high self-healing potential in the Fe-Au-B-N alloy.
